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**Nature Instructions Authors Journal**
The sections below provide essential information for authors and we recommend that you take the time to read them before submitting a contribution to Nature. These instructions refer to Articles ...

**For Authors | Nature**
Submission to a Nature journal is taken by the journal to mean that all the listed ... (see section 5.9 for instructions on sizing figures). ... Nature authors must make data and materials ...

**Formatting guide | Nature**
guide to authors described in this guide, and, most importantly, 4) a statement confirming that informed consent was obtained from the patient for the publication of

**GUIDE TO AUTHORS - Nature**
Pediatric Research is an independent journal published by Springer Nature. All contributions and general correspondence regarding editorial matters should be addressed to the Editors in Chief and sent to the Editorial Office. Authors will be notified ... Instructions for Authors . Updated December 2018

**Instructions for Authors - media.nature.com**
Journal Authors Where can I find submission instructions for a specific journal? How do I submit my article/paper for publication? How much does it cost to publish in a Springer journal? ... Does Springer Nature provide templates and style files for preparing a journal article?

**Journal Authors : Nature Support**
For journal authors With over 2900 journals, Springer is a leading STM, humanities and social sciences publisher, providing researchers in academia, scientific institutions and corporate R&D departments with quality content.

**Authors | Springer Nature**
Nature Biotechnology Instructions To Authors A monthly journal aimed at dealing with drug discovery and development. Journal » Nature Biotechnology. Locate Author cannot archive a post-print version. Restrictions Nature Biotechnology 09/2015, DOI:10.1038/nbt.3360. This places Nature Biotechnology first among primary

**Nature Biotechnology Instructions To Authors**
The guide for authors and the editorial policies, including the guide
for referees, the journal publishes the latest advances in cancer biology, vascular biology. Biochemistry and Cell Biology, 12/2014 Journal of Cell Biology (JCB), 12/2014 Nature Reviews Drug Discovery, 12/2014 Journal editors that wish to modify their author instructions are ... 

**Nature Cell Biology Author Instructions - WordPress.com**

Nature Communications Guidelines For Authors ... for Libraries: Process and Guidelines. Instructions for Communications / Information for Authors of Papers Containing nature, including. electronic journals and computer databases. Authors. The decision to make the prestigious journal Nature Communications fully open journal, which allows authors ... 

**Nature Communications Guidelines For Authors**

Authors should provide a cover letter that includes the affiliation and contact information for the corresponding author. Authors should briefly discuss the importance of the work and explain why it is considered appropriate for the diverse readership of the journal.

**ABOUT THE JOURNAL - media.nature.com**

Information on manuscript types, including length constraints, can be found on our general information for authors page. The instructions below apply to an initial submission. For a manuscript ... 

**Instructions for preparing an initial manuscript | Science ...**

Instructions for Authors Medicine® is an open access publication, providing authors with continuous publication of original research across a broad spectrum of medical scientific disciplines and sub-specialties. The Medicine® review process emphasizes the scientific, technical and ethical validity of submissions.

**Instructions for Authors - journals.lww.com**

Author Services 

**Author Services**

The Journal for Nature Conservation deals with the application of science in the concepts, methods and techniques for nature conservation. This international and interdisciplinary journal offers a forum for the communication of modern approaches to nature conservation. It aims to provide both scientists and practitioners in conservation theory, policy and management with comprehensive and ... 

**Guide for authors - Journal for Nature Conservation - ISSN ...**

Continued growth in Impact Factors for Springer journals. ... the instructions for authors and contact names. ... Springer Nature
SharedIt is leading the way in content sharing with links to free-to-read, full-text articles from subscription-based journals that can be posted anywhere.

**Journal authors - Information & resources for ... - Springer**

Cell was launched in 1974 as the "journal of exciting biology." Now a part of Cell Press, a family of scientific journals, Cell is committed to building on the journal's legacy and reputation for publishing need-to-know conceptual advances in biomedical science and to providing authors with a fast, fair, informed, and responsive review process.

**Information for Authors: Cell**

Nature Neuroscience Instructions For Authors The guide for authors and the editorial policies, including the guide for referees, vascular biology, neuroscience, inflammatory disease, infectious disease. Front cover of the current issue of Nature Reviews Neuroscience Nature Reviews Neuroscience presents a series of articles on stress that cover ...

**Nature Neuroscience Instructions For Authors**

Science: Information for authors. Categories of manuscripts. Preparing your manuscript. Submitting your manuscript. Manuscript selection. Science is a weekly, peer-reviewed journal that publishes ...

**Science: Information for authors | Science | AAAS**

Journal of Nature and Science of Medicine favors registration of clinical trials and is a signatory to the Statement on publishing clinical trials in Indian biomedical journals. Journal of Nature and Science of Medicine would publish clinical trials that have been registered with a clinical trial registry that allows free online access to public.

**Journal of Nature and Science of Medicine : Instructions ...**

Nature Genetics Instructions Authors The guide for authors and the editorial policies, including the guide for referees, are Please also consult our general guide for manuscript preparation. By submitting a manuscript to G3, all authors guarantee all of the following: The following are guidelines for the Mutant Screen Report.
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